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PE and Sports Premium 2021-22
Our Move curriculum coupled with our weekly move day is still proving to be a success in many areas for both the pupils and school. Evidence
shows that pupils are making good progress in their physical development, as well as promoting the amount of time a week pupils and staff are
physically active.
Our remote option of PE has been maintained for the small cohort of pupils who are accessing education remotely. In the Key Stage 4 & 5
classes in school this has been through both live lessons and independent tasks to be completed at home.
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) has been reintroduced to the full. We have funded sports coaches to support
primary groups with accessing both curricular and extracurricular sporting opportunities, along with new equipment and sporting opportunities
for pupils.
Please see the One Stop Shop (1SS) planning document for the PE and Sports Premium for the year 2021-2022.
Sports Premium
PE and Sports Premium was introduced in March 2013 to improve the provision of physical activity/education in Primary Schools across
England. The £320 million per year is funded jointly by the Department for Education, Health and Culture, Media and Sport (DfE, DH, DCMS).
This funding is allocated directly to primary school pupils and is ring fenced by a specific set of boundaries regulating what this money can be
spent on. This money had only been guaranteed for the school year of 2020/21. The Government announced on 17.6.21 that the PE and
Sports Premium continue for the primary pupils for the academic year 2021/22. A detailed 1SS document has been created to highlight the
areas of need for targeted intervention of the funding. This document has been based on a predicted allocated funding model. Based on the
current climate and the one year extension to Sports Premium it is not expected to continue into the financial year of 2022-23. When the
announcement is made all relevant options will be considered by the PE and SLT team at Highfurlong School.
Our allocation
The DfE have an understanding that this money is vital in supporting the health and wellbeing of England’s primary school students through
PESPA therefore this figure is similar to previous years the funding has been received. Highfurlong School’s allocation for the Financial Year
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2021-22 was £16,316 with a carry forward of £10117 from 2020-21. Over the last three years Highfurlong’s PE Team have ring fenced this
sports premium ensuring that it is meeting government requirements, as well as the schools’ strategic plan to promote our pupils' physical
development. For more information on the areas we highlighted as a priority please see on One Stop Ssop document for a breakdown and
budgeting for the funding. (see 20/21 One Stop Shop).
Key achievements/improvements
Key achievements to date: 16.6.21

Areas of further improvement and baseline evidence of need

The reintroduction of the full Move day curriculum in a post covid
world. The day is something both pupils and staff find extremely
valuable and enjoyable. It encourages physical activity along with
physical skill development, retention and a passion to participate in
physical activity and sport, both in and out of school. This has
included providing pupils with support with their mental health and
wellbeing.

Seesaw Evidence - As a move day is so busy often seesaw evidence
is not at the forefront of teachers minds. As an immediate area of
improvement we need to invigorate both staff and pupils to ensure
that there is a good range of physical development evidence on
Seesaw, that is also moderated and assessed by the staff teaching
this subject.

KS4 also supported the mental health and wellbeing of the school by
incorporating mindfulness and physical activity in a planned
wellbeing week.
Resilience - the staff and pupils' resilience has been tested over this
academic year, especially in regards to getting active and continuing
their physical education during lockdowns or periods of isolation.
With this in mind more able classes have been enjoying a varied
move curriculum. Through teachers initiatives and drive to ensure all
pupils can access PE, we have shown the continuation of a fun filled
PESSPA programme.
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Continued data gathering. With one data capture this year we have
highlighted areas for improvement in the curriculum improvement
planning meetings. We need to continue with data capture to keep
this current and relevant to the schools PESSPA needs.
School CPD Needs - School staff have highlighted areas that they
need support planning and delivering. A focus needs to be made on
staff’s CPD and performance development for the Move curriculum.
This will be supported through the implementation of the Move
curriculum map.
A broad range of sporting experiences for our pupils, as well as
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We have had one successful data capture this year for Physical
Education, both in our academic and sensory assessment pathways
on BSquared. This has begun to highlight where pupils are, where
clear progress is being made, and possible areas we need to focus
on for the rest of the year.

opportunities for competitive sports.

Move curriculum file - the Move curriculum file is currently a working
folder, however staff have found it invaluable when planning and
delivering PESSPA sessions across the school.

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety
What percentage of your current year 6 cohort swim confidently, confidently and proficient over a distance of
at least 25 metres?

0%

What percentage of your current year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively (for example, front stroke,
backstroke and breaststroke)?

0%

What percentage of your current year 6 cohort perform safe self rescue in different water based situations.

0%

Schools can choose to use the primary PE and sports premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activities over and above the national curriculum requirements. Has PE and sports
premium been used in this way?

No
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In the academic year of 2021-22 we have 6 pupils in year 6, 3 of these pupils meet the criteria for National Curriculum swimming. When looking
at the above percentages it is important to keep in mind the needs of these learners, and the additional support required. However, those
learners in KS3 who have been accessing swimming for a number of years through Highfurlong have made progress in the above areas listed.
Action plan and budget tracking
Academic year: 2021-2022

Total fund allocated: £16,316 (+
c/f £10,117)

Date updated: 11.02.2022

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity - Chief medical officers recommend that primary
school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day.

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

Implementation

Funding
spent

Impact

(approx)%

To create a PE curriculum, and
resource/ equipment portfolio so
pupils no matter their physical ability
or needs can access an Outstanding
and varied range of PESSPA sessions
and sports.

Resource/
Equipment
upkeep/
replacements
and purchase.

£1,963.98

A number of resources have needed to be
replaced due to overuse and general wear and
tear. All equipment has been reviewed and
audited by the PE lead and any equipment
damaged in lessons is passed over to the PE
Lead. On top of this new equipment relevant to
the engagement and PESSPA provision has
been bought to enrich the curriculum and
engage pupils in regular physical activity.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement.
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Intent

Implementation

YST Membership empowers all
schools to achieve the mission of
creating a brighter future for young
people. It is vital our network of
schools is at the heart of everything
we do. Highfurlong are part of a
committed and passionate movement
towards a more active generation,
helping to provide happy, healthy and
successful young people, no matter
their need. We receive YST Updates
programme access, exclusive offers
and discounts, up to date releases
and news, and early award entries.

YST Membership

Funding
spent
£210.00

Impact
YST membership has promoted staff and
subject leaders' confidence in new sports,
general PE delivery, PE management, and
many other areas. As well as providing great
CPD opportunities, the regular updates and
newsletters keep the PE lead up to date with all
covid restrictions related to PESSPA, any
regulation changes, and what is up and coming
throughout the year. They have provided some
fantastic resources that we have invested in to
support our PE delivery, and cannot wait for
these to arrive. It has also allowed less
confident staff to enhance their own learning.
Thus has influenced the quality of teaching and
learning in PESSPA sessions.

(approx)%
1.28%

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport.

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

(approx)%

To increase participation rates in
PESSPA sessions, including sports
days and competitions. To support the
‘Move Day’, and ensure the whole
school approach to PESSPA delivery
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Implementation
BST Sport SLA

Funding
spent
£8287.50

Impact
The impact of this provision has been
extraordinary. This has provided pupils with
support from sporting professionals, trained by
the council in PESSPA sessions. We have had
the added benefit of receiving support from

50.79%
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is supported with appropriately trained
staff/staffing levels, as well as
incorporating new ideas through their
expertise.

persons known to the school, who understand
and know our pupils' needs, and share our
values in sport. It has also provided support to
both experienced and less experienced staff in
the delivery of PESSPA sessions, and
promotes continuity throughout the school.

To expand the health and safety, and
general understanding of PESSPA
across the school through the AfPE
Membership and recipes.

AfPE
Membership and
award application

£44.99

The membership has provided access to the
vast amount of supporting documents, CPD
opportunities and information on statutory
requirements for schools in relation to
PESSPA. It has also allowed the PE team to
apply for an AfPE Quality Mark for the PESSPA
provision. Although this is in the early stages it
has provided the PE team with vital
opportunities to be critical on our provision,
make improvements, and have our own mentor
to support our PESSPA improvements. The
membership also sends out regular updates via
a newsletter that keeps the PE lead up to date
with all covid restrictions related to PESSPA,
any regulation changes, and what is up and
coming throughout the year.

0.27%

Introduction of the new Move
Curriculum Map including a revamped
PESSPA curriculum including new
sports equipment and stationary to roll
this out.

Amazon Stationary for
Move Curriculum
activity files X2

£60.98

Move activity files have been created for this
year's sports on the Move Map curriculum for
delivery. Funding needed for printing of the
activities. Has been invaluable at reducing staff
planning time for PE, and encouraging
continuity for PE across the school.

0.37%
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Key indicator 4: Broader experiences a range of sports activities offered to all pupils.

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

Implementation

Funding
spent

Impact

(approx)%

Some pupils in the school expressed
a wish to learn a new sport - boxing.
PESSPA lead looked into this, and
also CPD for staff. CPD - awaiting
date of arrangement. Boxing
equipment purchased and to be used
as soon as Boxing CPD scheduled,
and relevant RA in place.

Boxing
Equipment Hope Education

£675.00

This sport has not yet been rolled out due to
difficulties in scheduling CPD around the
delivery and teaching of skills related to Boxing.
All equipment has been purchased but due to
the need to reschedule the training, and a date
not been confirmed, we have not yet got the
expertise or risk assessments in place to
introduce this sport into our new Move day
curriculum.

4.12%

Introduction of the new Move
Curriculum Map including a revamped
PESSPA curriculum including new
sports equipment and stationary.

Amazon
Equipment Move curriculum
map related.

£103.26

Move map and relevant resources have been
created and are ready to roll out in Spring 2.
All resources are in place to ensure the
accurate and consistent role out of the new
curriculum map for the PE Curriculum.

0.63%

Key indicator 5: Increase participation in competitive sports

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

Implementation

Funding
spent

Impact

To ensure we have the safe and

Kurling

£342.89

Allowed the school to reintroduce the intra
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2.09%
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appropriate equipment to ensure that
pupils and staff can access
competitive sports in our locality.

Equipment

school competitions allowing competitive
opportunities for pupils to access competitive
intra and inter sporting opportunities.

Allocation spent

Percentage of allocation spent

Allocation carried over

£11,688.60

71.64%

£4,627.40 (plus £10,117)

Allocation carried over
For a full breakdown of future spending a one stop shop document will be created.
Abbreviation Glossary
PE - Physical Education
MATP - Motor Active Training Programme
MPB - My Personal Best
YST - Youth Sports Trust
PESSPA - Physical activity, School Sport, and Physical Activity
SGO - School Games Organiser
1SS - One Stop Shop document
BFCCT - Blackpool Football Club Community Trust
BST - Blackpool Sports team
SLA - Service Level Agreement
Name
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Headteacher:

Subject Leader: Chantelle Altham
Governor:
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